After almost one year of operation two kinds of problems dominate the longitudinal behaviour of the SPS beam. At high energy longitudinal coupled bunch instabilities occur. They are driven by the RF cavity impedance both on its fundamental and high-order passbands. Present cures include damping the high-order modes of the cavities, Landau damping techniques and feedback systems. At the injection energy a debunching-rebunching procedure is performed in order to change from the 9. (1) 1399
Geneva, Swi it. The average and instantaneous bunch phases are compared in a phase discriminator which rejects the effect of missing bunches. The output of the discriminator is filtered to provide the signal at the revolution frequency and this is fed back to the master oscillator of the low-level system. The instability is then completely suppressed. Instability on modes around n = 640 On the intermediate flat top a second instability manifests itself giving clean side band components 27.8 MHz away from the RF harmonics on the beam signal. A cavity signal is picked up simultaneously at 629 MHz (27.8 MHz above the third harmonic of the RF frequency) leading us to suspect a high-order mode of the cavity as being responsible for the instability.
At the fundamental RF frequency, the horizontal bars of the cavities act essentially as x/2 resonators. The bar resonances as 3x/2, 5x/2,.. also produce a longitudinal electric field on the cavity axis, and could therefore interact strongly with the beam; but in contrast to the fundamental frequency, these resonances are not damped by the terminating load, because the couplers behave almost as perfect reflectors outside the lower passband.
Measurements of higher modes have shown that in the 3x/2 passband, the cavity resonance which is closest to perfect synchronism with the beam occurs at 629 MHz. Therefore, damping probes with resistive loads have been designed to be put at the top of a number of cells; they couple as strongly as possible to 629 MHz while being fitted with a 200 MHz rejecting filter.
After installation of the damping probes, each cavity impedance at 629 MHz is expected to drop to 0.9 Mn. At present, with only two damping probes installed per cavity, it is estimated to be about 1.8 Mn. The magnitude of the parasitic impedance deduced from efolding time measurements (100 ms) gives Z = 1.2 Mn, which is not very different from the above estimate.
Usual Landau damping by RF voltage reduction does not work on a flat-top. Decoupling the bunches by RF voltage modulation at the revolution frequency has been tested. It gives a growth rate reduction of about a factor 2 but unlike the n = 1 mode, it does not completely suppress the instability, even with very large modulation depths (50%), which according to theory should be more than sufficient. A possible explanation for this difference might be the influence of the phase lock in the low-level system5). Bunch spreading before the instability occurs helps as expected but again does not suppress it. At present, we are considering a feedback system. The probes used to damp the parasitic mode of the cavity can as well be used to feed power into it at this frequency. Therefore active damping without a dedicated cavity seems possible. A specialized cavity will be necessary for a Landau damping system; this is also being studied. A very efficient spread of synchrotron frequencies inside the bunch is obtained by powering this Landau The debunched beam is captured adiabatically on the 10 GeV "flat bottom". The RF voltage is raised from about 100 kV to 1.5 MV in a few ms. The waveform corresponds to the theoretical adiabatic law, but the capture efficiency does not seem very sensitive to it. If the beam is captured soon after injection, very complicated bunch shapes are observed because the distribution of particles in phase space is not yet unifom. This is quite obvious and one would expect a late capture to be smooth. At high currents this is not the case, and one observes that a microwave structure develops during the rise of the RF voltage (at 1 ms after injection, with a typical growth time of less than one ms). This effect, which seems different from the microwave instability described above (the frequency spectrum is not the same) is still being actively studied. In any case, it imposes another limitation on the capture efficiency at high intensities.
Although injection of two CPS pulses has already been successfully tried (the first CPS batch is debunched and captured twice) we believe that the solution to injection problems at high intensities is a bunch into bucket transfer technique. This, of course, requires the CPS beam to be bunched at 200 MHz at transfer and therefore acceleration at this frequency in the injector is being studied.
